
MAPPING AND GRAPHING THE SOCIAL STRUCTURE OF BRITAIN 

Dani~l Dorling 

This paper presents some results of the author's work on mapping and graphing the social, economic 
and political structure of Britain by stretching the limits of cartographic and graphic design convention. 
Vtsualization techniques have been used to analyse the results of the last three British censuses and also 
mortality, election, employment and housing records. ' 

Introduction 
A New Social Atlas of Britain is being produced from 

these datasets which contains over two hundred pages of 
colour maps. Most of the maps use projections which distort 
space to highlight urban areas across the nation. The aim of 
this work has been to show how localities have changed 
over time, visualizing British society partitioned into over 
ten thousand similarly populated neighbourhoods (wards). 
In total, over four million individual variables are presented 
in this atlas. The atlas and all the maps and diagramo; shown 
here were produced on an Archimedes home micro-com
puter 

The argument for presenting so much information in a 
visual form is that conventional quantitative statistical tech
niques mask the complexity of the spatial patterns in British 
society which computer assisted cartography and adapted 
traditional graphics are able to illustrate and clarify. Illus
trations of various solutions used in the New Social Atlas 
of Britain are given in this paper and a rational is presented 
for the techniques used. Some of the possibilities and some 
of the problems in visualizing the large amount social data 
which is available for a country, nationally, across many 
localities are also discussed through examples, as are the 
difficulties of presenting unconventional images to a wide 
audience. 

Drawing a New Social Geography of Britain 
In many parts of the world information about very 

small localities stored on computers has become available 
for research. This information often contains hundreds of 
statistics about people living in thousands of localities. This 
paper illustrates how a researcher can visualize these statis
tics to attempt to understand more of the localities of one 
country: Britain. An aim of this work is to show people 
facets of the society in which they are living which they 
would not otherwise recognise. The methods which are 
presented here could be applied to any part of the world for 
which the information is available, and the problems which 
are faced in dealing with this information are also universal. 
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The traditional means by which information about 
thousands of localities is presented is in equal-area choro
pleth map form. Unfortunately traditional maps distort this 
information by over-emphasising statistics which relate to 
rural localities and under-representing the characteristics of 
the majority of the population who live in towns and cities. 
This situation applies to Britain, but an even stronger case 
could be made in many other parts of the world where rural 
areas are more sparsely populated and urban areas are more 
densely populated. 

Figure 1 shows a traditional map of the ten thousand 
localities in Britain for which most local statistics are avail
able: local government wards. The figure also shows an 
equal population cartogram in which each of these ten 
thousand localities is represented by a circle (the area of 
which is proportional to the number of people who live 
there). County and region boundaries are also included in 
the figure so that these places can be identified. On the 
cartogram the statistics relating to each person are given 
equal visual weight. Thus the majority of space on the 
cartogram represents localities within the largest cities in 
Britain. 

Cartograms can also be used effectively when only a 
few hundred areas are being mapped. A key advantage of 
using cartograms in these cases is that the illustrations can 
be reduced to a small size while the areas in which most 
people live remain visible. This means that many carto
grams can be placed side by side, allowing temporal trends 
in geographical patterns to be compared. Figure 2 shows 
two cartograms of Britain based on local authority districts. 
A detailed key to these cartograms is given as an appendix. 
The first cartogram shows the changing proportion of the 
population of each area born in the New Commonwealth in 
the 1970s, the second shows this trend in the 1980s. The 
first cartogram demonstrates how the mainly black immi
gration of that time was confined to the cities of London, 
the Midlands, Manchester and Yorkshire. The second car
togram reflects the mortality of the largely white older New 
Commonwealth born population. These inferences cannot 
be made from the cartograms themselves but are possible if 
enough related information is examined. To be able to 
present the quantity of information required to draw paral
lels such as these, between different temporal trends, the 
methods of graphical presentation need to be compact, as 
well as being fair to the population presented. 

Making Area Proportional to Population 
. The principal of making area proportional to popula

tiOn can be extended from maps to diagrams of all kinds. 
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This is often done intuitively. Figure 3 shows how the 
numbers of people immigrating to Britain from different 
countries changed each year from 1955. The vertical scale 
of the figure shows how many people were entering the 
country each year and the horizontal scale shows which 
year the information refers to. Thus the area of the band of 
colour representing each area of origin is proportional to the 
total number of people who immigrated from that area over 
the period shown. This diagram contains a great deal of 
information presented in a compact and just way. Unfortu
nately, to be reproduced in this bulletin all the illustrations 
presented here have had to be converted into black and 
white, but even with this limitation it is possible to show a 
great deal of detail. 

Traditional maps which draw places in proportion to 
land area can be useful, particularly when the population of 
interest lives in very remote areas. A good example in 
Britain is of people who can speak gaelic or welsh. Figure 
4 presents maps and cartograms depicting their distribution 
in Scotland and Wales, showing also how that pattern has 
changed over the last decade. The map of gaelic speakers 
in Scotland in 1991 reflects how the proportion increases 
from less than one person in fifty speaking gaelic in the 
South East of that country to over half the population being 
able to speak it in the North West. However, the equivalent 
cartogram (in its key) shows that 94% of the population of 
Scotland lived in wards where less than 2% of people could 
speak gaelic. A similar, if less extreme pattern is seen in 
Wales. The cartogram of Wales shows the geography of 
change to be very different to that suggested by the map. 
Welsh speaking is not declining in most of Wales (by 
population) because most of the Welsh live in the Southern 
Valleys where the effect of teaching Welsh in schools has 
had much influence. 

The next two figures illustrate how the principle of 
making the components of graphics about people propor
tional to the numbers of people can be extended. Figure 5 
shows how many workers in each industry were in various 
occupational groups in 1991. This type of graph is often 
given as an option on computer packages but is rarely used 
when it would be appropriate. The graphs shown in figure 
6, in contrast, cannot be created easily with standard pack
ages. In the main graph the vertical scale shows the 
proportion of all workers in each industry while the hori
zontal scale shows the proportion of those workers who are 
male or female, full-time, part-time or self-employed. Thus 
the total area of the bars is in proportion to the size of the 
workforce. For each industrial group a population pyramid 
is also drawn, again with its area in proportion to the total 
number of workers in that sector. These graphs can be 
difficult to read and they are certainly not simple to label. 
However, again they contain a great deal of information and 
can be .argued to present it fairly. 

Complexity and Simplicity in Visualization 
Occasionally very clear patterns are found in quite 

complex data. Often it is only after producing many graph
ics that these patterns are evident to the researcher. This is 
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where the use of computers to visualize social data is most 
advantageous. Figure 7 presents another pair of district 
level cartograms. The cartogram on the left shows the year 
in which unemployment was highest in Britain between 
1979 and 1993 in each district. The North/South divide can 
be seen to be abrupt. The cartogram on the right shows what 
that highest level of unemployment was in each district. 
Here the urban/rural divide can be seen to be most acute. 
Low levels of maximum unemployment circle the districts 
which make up the major cities (in which over a fifth of the 
workforce has been unemployed at one time or another). To 
understand these cartograrns a new geography of Britain 
has to be learnt (again, see the appendix for a key to places 
on these maps). That appears to be harder for researchers 
who are most familiar with the traditional representation of 
this country. British cartographers, in particular, are often 
averse to these images, whereas people unfamiliar with 
Britain often expect to see London as the largest, rather than 
the smallest, place on the map! 

When large quantities of data are being analysed stand
ard types of graph often require modification. An example 
is the scatter-plot, in which overlapping dots are obscured. 
When there are many dots to plot, and many overlap, a 
misleading impression of the distribution can result. Figure 
8 shows one method of dealing with this problem. In this 
figure a dot is plotted to show the relationship between the 
changes in house prices and unemployment in 459 districts 
each plotted ten times to show the situation in each of ten 
years. The dots are drawn with their areas proportional to 
the population affected. When two dots would overlap their 
populations are amalgamated and a single larger dot is 
drawn. The effect is reminiscent of the shading in old 
newsprint and the aim is similar, to darken certain parts of 
the paper more than others (in this case the parts which 
represent the experiences of more people). Thus, although 
a rough negative relationship can be discerned, it is apparent 
that most people in most years have experienced very little 
change in unemployment and have seen modestly rising 
housing prices. In the original version of this graphic the 
dots are coloured to show in which year these changes were 
strongest That is not possible in black and white here. 

It is possible to show the geographical distribution of 
average housing prices across ten thousand areas simulta
neously. This is done in Figure 9 where the average prices 
which buyers paid for houses in each ward over the 1980s 
are shown at 1991 prices. The prices are calculated from the 
mortgage book of a major building society. Every sale is 
linked to a ward through the postcode of the address of the 
property and a weighted average of the sale prices is made 
with the weights allowing for inflation up to 1991. Given 
that in some wards the size of this sample is quite low, it is 
remarkable how even the pattern is. This reflects how rigid 
local housing markets tend to be. The huge differences 
between the centre and the suburbs of London, or the West 
and East sides of Birmingham, are immediately apparent 
(Figure I acts as a key to this figure). The pattern of low 
rates of unemployment in Figure 7 can be seen reflected in 
the high levels of average housing prices in much of the 
South East. Through presenting graph after map after table 
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Fig 1. A traditional map and a population cartogram of Britain 
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% change over 1 0 years 
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0% to 0.2% 

up to 0% 

between 1981 and 1991 

Fig 2. People resident in Britain, born in the New Commonwealth 1971-1991 
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Fig 3. Residents born outside the UK by year of entry and country of birth 1989-91 
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Fig 12. Party placed second in each general election in Britain, 1955 to 1992, by constituency 
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Appendix: Key to Places on the District Population Cartogram 198 Kennet 285 OsweS!ry 374 Smnronl-oo-Avon 
199 Kensington and 286 OxFord 375 Smnhkelvin 

Chelsea 287 Pendle 376 Srroud 
200 Kerrier 288 Penwith 377 SuFFolk Coas11l 
201 Kenering 289 Penh and Kinross 378 Sunderland 
lll2 Kilmamock and 290 Peletborough 379 Sunty Hea1h 

Loudoon 291 Plymooth 380 Sutherland 
203 Kincardine and 292 Poole 381 Sunon 

Deeside 29l Ponsmoulh 382 Swale 
204 Kingston Upon Hull 294 Preseli Pembrokeshire 383 Swansea 
205 Kingston upon Thames 295 Preston 384 Taff-Eiy 
206K ingswoo:1 296 Purbeck 385 Tameside 
207 Kiri<caldy 297 Radnor 386 Tamwonh 
lll8 Kiri<lees 298 Reading 387 Tandridge 
209 Knowsley 299 Redbridge 388 Tauntoo Deane 
210 Kyle and Carrick 300 Reddi!Ch 389 Teesdale 
211 Lambeth 301 Reigate and Banstead l90 Teignboidge 
212 Clydesdale (was 302 Renrn:w 391 Tendring 

Lanari<) 303 Restormel 392 Test Valley 
21 3 Lancas1er 304 Rhoodda l93 Tewkesbury 
214 Langbaurgh-On-Tees 305 Rhuddlan 394 Thamesdown 
215 Leeds 306 Rhymney Valley 395 Thanet 
216 Leicester 307 Ribble Valley l96The Wn:kin 
217 Leominster 308 Richmond Upoo 397 Three Rivers 
218 Lewes Thames 398 Thurrock 
219 Lewisham 309 Richmondshin: 399 Tonbridge and Mailing 
220 Lichfield 310 Rochdale 400 Tmbay 
221 Lincoln 31 1 Rochester upon 401 Tmfacn 
222Liverpool Medway 402 Torridge 
223 Llanelli 312 RochFord 403 Tower Hamlets 
224 Lliw Valley lll Ross and Cmnany 404 Trarronl 
225 Lochaber 314 Rossendale 405 Tunbridge Wells 
226 Lutoo lllRorher 406 Tweeddale 
227 Macclesfield 316Rolherham 407 Tynedale 
228 Maidstooe 317 Roxburgh 408 Unlesford 
229 Maldon 318 Rugby 409 V•le r1 Glamorgan 
230 Malvern Hills ll9 Runnyme<l< 410 Vale of White Horse 
231 Manchester 320Rushclirre 411 Vale Royal 
232 Mansfield 321 Rushmoor 412 Wakefield 
23l Medina l22 Rutland 41lWalsall 
234 Meirioonydd 323 Ryedale 414 Wahharn Forest 
235 Melton l24 SaiFord 415 Wandswonh 
236 Mendip 325 Salisbury 416 Wansbeck 
237 Menhyr Tydfil 326 Sand well 417 Wansdyke 
2l8 Menon l21 Scarborough 418 Warrington 
239 Mid BedFonlshin: 328 ScunlholJlC 419 Warwick 
240 Mid Devoo l29 Sedge Field 420 WatFord 
24 1 Mid SuFfolk lJO Sedgemoor 421 Waveney 
242 Mid Sussex 331 SeF!on 422 Waverley 
24l Middlesbroogh ll2 Selby 42l Wealden 
244 Mid lorhian 333 Sevenoaks 424 Wear Valley 
245 Mihon Keynes 334 SheFfield 425 Wellingborough 
246 Mole Valley lll Shepway 426 Welwyn Hatfield 

I Aberconwy 39 Bolsover 80 Chcster-lc -Strtet 119Durham 159 Gordoo 247 Monklands 336 Shetland Islands 427 Derbyshin: Dales (was 
2 Aberdeen Ciry 40 Bolton 81 Chestelfield llll Dwyfor 100 Gospon 248 Moomouth 337 Shn:wsbury and West Derbyshire) 
JAdur 41 Boo<hFeny 82Chichester 121 Ealing 161 Gravesham 249 Montgomeryshin: At eh am 428 West Devon 
4 Pon Talbo< (was Man) 42 Bostoo 83Chillem 122 Easingtoo 162 Gn:ll Grimsby 250 Moray 338 Skye and Lochalsh 429 West Dorset 
SAIIerdale 43 Boumemouth 84 Chorley 123 East Cambridgeshire 163 Gn:at Yannooth 25 1 Molhen"ll 3l9 Slough 430 West Lancashire 
6Ainwick 44 Bracknell Foi<SI 85 Christchurch 124 East Devoo 164 Gn:enwich 252Naim 340 Solihull 4l I West Lindsey 
7 Alyn and Deeside 45 BradFord 86 Ciry Of London 125 East Hampshin: 165 GuildFord 253Nellh 341 Sooth BedFordshire 432 WeSI Lorhian 
8 Amber Valley 46Brainrrtt 87 Clackmannan 126 Ea51 Henfordshin: 166 Hackney 254 New Forest 342 Sooth Bucks 433 King's Lynn and West 
9Angus 47 Bn:ckland ~8 Cleethorpes 127 East Kilboide 167 Hahon 255 Newark and Shetwood 343 Sooth Cambridgeshire Notfolk (was West 
10 Annandale and Eskdale 48 Bn:cknock 89 Clydebank 128 East Lindsey 168 Hamble1on 256 New bury 344 Sooth Derbyshin: Notfolkl 
11 Atfon 49 Bn:n1 90Colchester 129 Ea51 Lothian 169 Hamilloo 2.57 Newcastle upon Tyne 345 Sooth Hams 434 WeSI OxFordshin: 
12 Atgyll and Bute 50 Bn:ntwood 91 Colwyn 130 East NonhamJXonshire 170 Hammersmilh and 258 Newcastle-under· 346 Sooth Hen:Fordshin: 435 West Somerset 
13 Arun 51 Bridgnorth 92 Cooglcton 131 East Stafford.shire Fulham Lyme 347 South Holland 436 West Wiluhire 
14 Ashfield 52 Brighton 9l Copeland ll2 Ea51 Yorltshin: 171 Harborough 259 Newham 348 Soum Keste\'en 437 Western Isles Islands 
15 AshFonl 53 Bristol 94 Corby I 33 Eastbourne 172 Haringey 200Newpon 349 Sooth Lakeland 438 Westminster, City of 
16 Aylesbury Vale 54 Broadland 95Corswold 134 Eastleigh 173 Harlow 261 Nithsdale 350 Sooth Norfolk 439 Weymooth and 
17 Babetgh 55 Bromley 96Covenny Ill Ea51wood 174 Harrogate 262 Nonh BedFordshire lll Sooth Ponland 
18 Badenoch and 56 Bromsgrove 97Craven 136 Eden 175 Harrow 263 Nonh Cornwall Nonhamp:onshire 440 Wigan 

Strathspey 57 Broxboume 98Crawley ll7 Edinburgh Ciry 176 Han 264 Nonh Devon ll2 Sooth OxFordshite 441 Wigtown 
19 Banrr and Buchan S8 Broxtowe 99 Crewe and Nantwich 138 Ellesmere Port and 177 Hanlepool 265 Nonh Do"'' lll Sooth Pembrokeshin: 442 East Dor>el (was 
2ll Bari<ing and Dagenham 59 Bumley 100 Croydoo Nest on 178 HLIIiniJ' 266 Nonh East Derby shin: 354 Sooth Ribble Wimbome) 
21 Bame1 00 Bury 101 Cumbemauld and 139 Elmboidge 179 Havant 267 Nonh East Fire lll Sooth Shropshin: 443 Winchester 
22 Bamsley 61 Caithness Ki lsyth 140 Enfield 180 Havering 268 Nonh HenFordshire 356 Sooth S1affordshin: 444 Wind'ior and 
23 Barrow-in-Fumess 62Caldenlale I 02 Cumnock and Dooo 141 Epping Fon:st 181 Hen:Ford 269 Nonh Kesreven 357 Sooth Tyneside Maidenhead 
24 Basildon 63 Cambridge Valley 142 Epsom and Ewell 182Hertsmere 270 Nonh Notfolk l58 Sooth Wighl 445 Wirral 
25 BasiniJ'Ioke and Deane 64 Camden I 03 Cunninghame 143 En:wash 183 High Peak 27 1 Notth Shtopshin: 359 Soothampton 446 Waking 
26Bassetlaw 65 Cannock Chase 104 Cynoo Valley 144 Enrick and Lauderdale 184 Hillingdoo 272 Nonh Tyneside 360 Soothend-oo-Sea 447 Wokingham 
27 Bath 66Canterbury 105 Dacorum 145 Exeter 185 Hinckley and 273 Nonh Warwickshire ~I Soothwari< 448 Wol verhampton 
28 Bearsden and Milngavie 67 Caradoo 106 Darlingtoo 146Falkiri< Bosworth 274Nonh WeS! ~2Spelthome 449 Woodspring 
29 Betwick-upoo-Twe<d 68 Cardiff 107 Danford 147 Fan:ham 186 Holdemess Leicestersh ire ~l StAibans 450 Worcester 
30 Berwickshire 69 Carlisle 108 Davenlry 148 Fen land 187 HoBham 215 Nonh Wiltshire ]{)4 St.Edmundsbury 451 Worthing 
31 East Yorkshire, 70 Cannarthen 109 Delyn 149 Forest Heart\ 188 Hounslow 276 Nonhamptoo ~SStHelens 452 Wrexham Maelor 

Borough r1 Beverley 71 Carrick 110 Derby ISO Fon:st or Dean 189 Hove 277 Nonhavon 366 S11FFord 45l Wychavon 
(was Beverley) 72 Castle MOI]lC!h Il l Derwentside Il l Fylde 190 Huntingdonshire 278 NO!Wich ~7 SllfFond<hire 454 Wycombe 

32 B"ley 73 Castle Point 112 Dinerwr 152 G~eshead 191 Hyndbum 279 N011ingham Moorlands 455 Wyn: 
33 Binningham 74 Cen:digion I ll Doocas!Cr 153 Gedling 1921nverclyde 280 Nuneaton and 368 Srevenage 456 Wyn: Fon:SI 
34 Blaby 75 Chamwood 114 Dover 154 Gill ingham 193 1nvemess Bedwonh 369 S1ewanry 4j7 South Somerset (was 
ll Blackbum 76 ChelmsFord Ill Dudley Ill GlanFord 1941pswich 281 Qadby and WigSion l10Stirling Yeovil) 
36 Blackpool 77 Chei!Cnham 116 Dumbanon 156Giasgow Ciry 195 Isles or Scilly 282 Ogwr l71 Stockpon 458 Ynys Moo -Isle or 
37 Blaenau Gwent 78 Chetwell 117 Dundee Ciry !57 Gloucester 1961slingtoo 283 Oldham 372 Stockton-oo-Tees Anglesey 
38 Blyth Valley 79 Chester 118 Dunfennline 158 Glyndwr 1971slwyn 284 Orkney Islands 313 S10ke·on-Tren1 459 York 
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after figure, given enough patience and space, readers can 
form their own views as to what facets of society appear to 
be interrelated most strongly and how. This is preferable to 
asking them to accept the results of statistical tests which 
disguise the prejudices and assumptions of their authors 
more than do a series of picture, each concentrating on a 
relatively simple subject 

It is important that the form of graphics used in a social 
atlas varies if the reader is to remain alert. Occasionally 
there is merit in using "three-dimensional" charts. Figure 10 
gives an example in which the almost exclusive rises in one 
person or in seven-plus room households in Britain are 
emphasised. It is when a diagram or topic appears dull that 
pretty graphics have their most valuable uses. Figure 11 
shows an opposing case. Here the chances of people dying 
by two causes of death by sex and single year of age are 
displayed, and how those chances are changing. A very 
simple form of graphic can be used in this example as the 
contents are of greater interest to many readers and because 
quite a lot of data is being portrayed which might only be 
confused by further embellishment. 

Finally, figure 12 shows how a collage of cartograms 
can be used to depict a whole series of changes, in this case 
the results of all general election in Britain since 1955. 
These cartograms do not actually show who won in each 
constituency, but instead show which party came second. 
Seven thousand results are included in this one graphic. In 
summary the graphic shows how the Liberal party has risen 
from the ashes of it post-war low to be seriously contesting 
a majority of seats in the South of England by the end of 
this century. The rise of nationalism in Scotland and the exit 
of main stream parties from Northern Ireland are also clear 
messages from the figure (clear at least in its original colour 
form!). More importantly, by presenting this quantity of 
information the graphic can show to what extent these 
assertions are not universal. It is even possible to follow the 
fortunes of individual constituencies over time. A simple 
example is the Isle of Wight, the most Southern constitu
ency on the cartograms. There, the second placed party has 
changed from Labour to Conservative to Liberal. These 
maps can also incorporate the effects of boundary changes. 
If, for instance, you examine the figure closely you can see 
that the number of constituencies alters over time in each 
region. 

Conclusion 
This paper has presented only twelve illustrations taken 

from a social atlas of Britain which contains over two 
hundred maps and two hundred graphs, most of which show 
patterns across ten thousand areas. Hopefully it has given a 
flavom of what can now be done given the wealth of 
information available and the ease with which that informa
tion can be manipulated. A home microcomputer was used 
to create all the maps and graphs shown here and to typeset 
the atlas. Apart from showing what is technically plausible 
this paper argues that care is needed if the maps and dia
grams which social scientists produce are to represent 
society fairly. One guiding principle is that equal numbers 
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of people are equally represented. Another principle is to 
present as much information as possible when as complex 
an object as society is being studied. What we need to see 
cannot be predetermined. Simplification conceals the com
plexity of reality. 

[Note: The census data used in this article is crown copy
right- ESRC puurchase.] 
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TOXIC CHARTS? 

A notice arrived in the mail earlier this year form the 
Safety and Health Division, Human Resources Directorate 
of the Defense Mapping Agency (DMA). DMA provides 
charts, sailing directions and other navigational products, 
worldwide excluding USA waters, to US government agen
cies and civilian purchasers. 

This Material Safety Data Sheet warned of hazards 
associated with DMA navigation charts printed before Au
gust 1993. Normally, the most severe hazard one might 
expect from a chart inventory would be a paper cut! Yet, 
here was a warning of low concentrations of formaldehyde 
gas. Health hazards possible through respiratory inhalation, 
skin contact or ingestion (surely, no one eats charts?) ranged 
from minor pulmonary irritation to risk of cancer. 

How much of a danger is there? While some agencies 
of the US government warn of, sometimes minute, hazards 
in nearly every substance and activity, hundreds of DMA 
charts, if not thousands, were personally handled without 
noticeable ill effects. Further, several chart agents were 
asked about the problem - none had even received the 
notice. 

Should the second mate now correct charts wearing a 
Hazmat suit and respirator? As it turns out, no. An NOS 
liaison officer was fmally located who was able to defme 
the magnitude of the threat. The danger, he stated, was to 
those maintaining DMA chart inventories in excess of 
250,000 pre-1993 charts in a room- more likely, warehouse! 
- with little or no ventilation. 

As to 'casualties' caused by this hazard, the NOS 
representative did not know if there had been any. One can 
only wonder at the costs necessary to discover this modem 
'peril of the sea' and sound the alarm. 
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